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ABSTRACr

Several investigators have found that the resistance

to heat transfer at certain ■abaJ. nterfaces is de-

pendent upon the drection of heat flom MroM tbese inter-

faces. This paper shous that such a pbenomenon can ba 

explained by application of the tbeory at heat conduetion
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Introduction

la 1936, Starr 11] conducted experiments vith a coppar-copper oxide 

rectifier which seemed to indicate that therunl conductivity at the inter

face betveen the two materials depended upon the direction of heat flow across

the interfnce. These results were later described is a standard text on rec-

tifiera 12). However, in 1951 Horn (3) criticised Starr's experiments on 

the basis that Thomson emf caused by the tewperature sradient across the

rectifier led to spurious results, since Starr used uninsulated thermocouples

with a common land. In 1955, bars* lay et.al. {4) found in the course of 

determining therml conduetivty of aircraft joists that the conductvity 

acroes the aluminum- stainless steel joints depended on the directicn of beat

flow. Since their experiments were not specifically designed to test for

the presence of this effect, they proposed further experimnteton in the 

field.

Finally, Rogers and his group at the Unversty of Bristol carefully 

designed experimental apparatus to determine whether the asymetric heat 

conduction effect really existed. Their results are described in a previous 

work 151. Rogers found a definite directional heat transfer effect in the 

systems he studied, but he offered no theoretical explanation for this phenome-

non.

Theory

The directional heat transfer phenomenon at the interface of dissimilar 

metala in a metal-metal contact can be predicted by application of the theory 

of heat conductiom in the solid stats.

When Wo wetals are placed in physical contact with one another, boat 

transfer across the metal-metal interface say take place by several mechanisma.
(

1) Electronc beat conduction



2) Phonon hat conduction

3) BUH iUw hnat trensfer (vhezre metals are not in complete surfacs

4)
5)

to surface contact)

Conduction across fluid flm at interfece

Cozvection taro— fluta file at nterfaoe

In tele exgermnta, Rogers elimneted the last tuo nod— of heat trensfer

thia flm of oztde. Hor ezle, al—rtw, a— of the hest trunafer —tala

need in Rogere ’ work la rapily comted with an oxi— file grenter than 20 X thick

upon ezposure to air. In heet transfer aero— — interface formed by a metal-

oxide-metal contact, the aztde layer or layers can be nr—eifip—d a loo condusti-

vty barrier layer at the surface of comtact between ten metals of different

After the phgsicnl contaet vaich forus the interface, electrons

way be thought of — flowuing" over the top of the insulatns barrier until a

double layer of chang la built up, bringing the Herm ene ray levels of the

to etal 2 la opal to the mamber of electrons "trenaferred’ in the opposite

dlrectloa; 1-e., — are at the thormal eteerty state.

If —tai l has a greeter work foncton than —tai 2, ths electroms will

flow from —tel 2 to metal l ala— the electrons la the conduction beuea of

—tai 2 are nearer to the top of the potential barrier than tho— in metal l.

•b
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The zambber of etorrtrom penstrating toe potential barrier (tunnelins 

effeet) is negligibl, eccoraing to quantum mechnnics and la addition, not 1

*11 the elactromo in ome metal which have • grester ezerey thaa the height

of the potential barrier will transfer into toe other metal. Ehs, it is
i

necessary to use quantum mechmnics to enlcalmte toe trunemiasion of electrons

acromo suh a potential barrler, and this will be done later in this paper.

(1)

Comaidering only electronic beat transfer, and using a sizple energy balance

21 (2)

At th thermnl stesdy otate.

(3)

Then, ve can write

12 - "12 C12 - “2) (4)

la eel related hy use of the rendom currant density model for electrons 

yearning over • potential barrier, as developea by Richazison 16) for qunzt:

tatvey @escrbng theratonic emissiom. For the model developed in this

paper.

- - ? J -------------wa ---------- ,F dv av av1 +e(-"m) X X y . (5) i

2

X
s-E

Since ' ui »1,we can meeglect the tezm unty la the denominatoz of the

II

3
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a -2
12 " "ia *12 “3- •e4 w, - ‘w (6)

The average emersy carred by an electron la given by the relationship

a a total wargy carried by electrons
“ number of elctzonstranaferred

Usng the random current approach as before.

477’ M ** em 
W77’ v —co --•o

vhere @ = - 
h3

Since a.

(7)

5 - (•2 • 4 * ❖ ax
o (8)

4^)
• dr dv dvz z y 1

(9)

>1, the term unity in equntion (9) la mesligible, and

equation (8) is ntegrated, yieldins

1 - F. * 2,

*21 " E.

(10)

(11)

Suostitutins equntions (6), (10) and (11) into eguation (4), ve obtain the 

final ezpression for heat transfer.

i 2a - Fa r 2k(T,- Ta) (1a)

Accoreins to cznntm theory, a fraction of the electrons vhich have sufficient 

1 enersy to pass over a potential barrier will be reflected. This fraction is given

13, the transmisaivity la ewuntion (12). When the shape or the potential la

34 03
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assumed to be sguare, the trensmissivity is siven by a solution of the

Schrodinger equation in one dimension.

*12 =
z2 sin k(-E) -11 + _O--------------------- o_ .

4 i (i - E,) J
(13)

How, consider an experiment such as Rogers '. Suppose that we hold the

metal 1 aide or the interface at a certain temperature, T,, and the metal 2

aide of the interface at a ertain lower temperature, Ta- Then, Tor thia 

sttuation, equntion (12) becomes

2, -F12 12 A < exp
E E.‘“e"e.] 2:Ca- * \- ,

3

Bow suppose ve reverse the interface tepera tures. Beat will now flow

from metal 2 to tal l.

21 " ‘ 4,a2 ex-C 2 k (TA - T,) (15)

The ratio of these eantities la given by the expression.

"e-a r,
21

#,, r2 r E E-12 ex, ““v- k ta -3 i2, - (16)

A consideration of the orcer of of terne in equation (16) clearly
T showB the presence of directional heat transfer. The ratio 12 is approximately 
*21 

mb. The term TR/r3 ie eater than unity, end since E,> E , the exponen-
*1 s

* 1 p 
tiel term wili be greater than one. The term is wans] ly close to unity, but 

21

may vary between and 2, depending upon the hardness of the metals in contact. 

In any event, the exponential factor is controlling, and may be as great as ten, 

aomtnating the. contribution of the ration ——

e
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Discussion I

This paper gives a qualitative explanation at anyumetric heat flow at

the interface betwoen discimilar metals. Exact quantitative calculations of

this effect cannot be wade until we know aore about the nature at tiic potential

barriers ezisting between different metals at their surface of contact. If we

assume a value of E, - E
1

- 0.3 ev, and set T. - 350°K, T, - 300 as in

Rogers ’ work, vitn r, - r^ - 155 , we obtain a value for 12 - he,, of 21

2

150 chu/ft2 °C which cozpares favorably with Rogezs ' vulue of approximately

100 chu/re2 hr °C.

in order to iuvestigate the effect on asyaztric beat flov at using

specimen metals vith widely different thermoelectrc potentials, Rogers con

ducted a series at experiments with the specimen pair TI alloy (chrcal) -

T2 alloy (alzm1). He found no directional effect with this pair. Since the

widely different thercelectric potentials produce a high potential harrier

which virtually eliminstes the electronic contribution to heat tresfez, the

only signficant heat trazsfer mechauism remaining in the phonon contriburtion.

Thus, it can be concluded that the phonon heat transfer aechani uz is non -dire e-

ticnal. Insertion of a mica shim between the stein leas steel -elumtnazm pair

produced the same effect, eliminating asymmetric heat flow.

I/O [7] pointed out that tha contact configuration at two metals might

change with tha drection of heat flow. As pointed out previously, this

mechaniem is not considered signficant, but 1s tahen into account in equation

(16) by the factor r3/ra1-

Conslusicno

Additional ntal results are nccded to test the theory developed in

this peger. For ins ta Ince, experizents could be pezformd over various tergera-

&
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ture a and tezperature differences, and valums of E
*1

could be

back-calculated to test couistency, sinc this quantity varies only

sliehtly vith temperature. Hovever, nitbough sold state tbeory quali-

tetvely explnins directional he at trensfer, solid state physicists 

will have to obtain eccurate values of work fis—rtl— of vurious as tala 

and their odide Miim before this affect can be predicted quantitatively.
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